
 

 

 

 

  

 

Absinthe: A cocktail in the steampunk tradition! 

The traditional manner of enjoying Absinthe requires a 

glass, fine absinthe, sugar cubes, a carafe of ice-cold water 

and an absinthe spoon. If you do not have an absinthe 

spoon, you may substitute a common household fork. A 

regular wine glass will serve nicely as the glass mentioned 

here.  
 

To prepare, start by pouring one ounce of absinthe into the 

glass. Next, place the absinthe spoon or substitute fork 

across the glass so that it is resting upon the rim. Place a 

sugar cube on the spoon or fork. Pour a small amount of 

water onto the sugar cube and allow it to sit and soften the 

sugar. 
 

As the sugar cube begins to dissolve, use the carafe and 

begin pouring a very narrow stream of water onto the 

sugar cube, slowly pouring about five ounces of water into 

the glass in total. With the combined alcohol and water, 

this makes a six-ounce drink. Stir the remaining sugar into 

the drink. Now sit back a relax, sipping your drink slowly 

and rolling it around the mouth to truly experience the 

flavors. 
 

While in history absinthe was viewed to be a highly 

addictive psychoactive drug and hallucinogen due to its 

containing trace amounts of thujone, it is now known that 

those claims were highly exaggerated. While absinthe was 

formerly banned in the United States and Europe, it has 

now been legalized after the realization that it is not really 

any more harmful than any other alcohol. 
 

Thanks to  www.steampunkary.com 
 

See a Professional Preparation from the old absinthe house in New Orleans 

at:  https://www.allrecipes.com/video/3731/bohemian-style-absinthe-cocktail/ 

 

https://www.allrecipes.com/video/3731/bohemian-style-absinthe-cocktail/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thanks to “Steamdrunks:  101 Steampunk Cocktails & Mixed Drinks for these concoctions! 

GINGER GIN 

6 SHOTS GINGER BEER 

2 SHOTS GIN 

3-4 DASHES BITTERS 

 

Mix and Stir in a Highball Glass 

 

Top with Ice 

 

Add Lime….  ENJOY! 

Cool Cucumber Gin Cocktail 

2 Shots Gin 

4” Seeded English Cucumber Section 

1 Tsp Simple Syrup 

2-4 Mint Leaves 

 

Chop Seeded Cucumber section and add to cocktail shaker 

Thoroughly Muddle Cucumber 

Add Mint leaves and continue to Muddle 

Add Gin and Simple Syrup 

Fill Shaker to ½ full with ice 

Shake vigorously 

Strain into Martini Glass 

Garnish with cucumber slice 

 

 

Blueberry tea 

6 Shots of Cold Blueberry Tea (pre-brewed)  

(i.e. harney & Sons, republic of tea, celestial seasonings) 

1 Shot Amaretto 

½ Shot Grand Marnier (or similar orange liqueur) 

 

Fill a Highball Glass to One-Half with Ice.  

Add Amaretto and Grand Marnier 

Add BlueBerry Tea 

If Desired, Sweeten with a dash  Honey or Simple Syrup 


